Local changemakers and diversity experts discuss inclusive workplace environments and creating a culture of communication.

Adam King | Director of Neighborhoods, Equity and Communications - DigitalC
Nicole Liatos | Director - Women's Business Center of Northern Ohio
Erin Horne McKinney | Managing Partner, Inclusion - JumpStart
Danielle Sydnor | Executive Director - ECDI, Northern Ohio
Gloria Ware | Director, KeyBank Center for Technology, Innovation and Inclusive Growth - JumpStart

Tackle the ins and outs of typical workforce challenges while learning about holistic economic development; MidTown's Hire Local program; and creative approaches to hiring and training.

Nick Kearney | Economic Opportunity Coordinator - MidTown Cleveland
Daniel Kraciun | Director of Marketing - .Jobs
Brianna Schultz | VP Workforce Development - Manufacturing Works

Want to meet 30 new people in an hour? Come to this speed networking event and quickly forge connections with others in the community. Talk until the timer sounds and then you’re off to make another connection. This gathering’s goal is to allow people to learn more about each other to promote united, informed transformation within MidTown.

Join the Growth Opportunity Partners team to learn about best practices for approaching lenders; understand the impact of “meaningful wage jobs” on the community; and see whether you’re a candidate for capital and coaching as you scale-up your business.

Free events featuring coffee and conversation with community members.

**InclusionTown**
FEB 13
Local changemakers and diversity experts discuss inclusive workplace environments and creating a culture of communication.

**JobTown**
MAR 13
Tackle the ins and outs of typical workforce challenges while learning about holistic economic development; MidTown’s Hire Local program; and creative approaches to hiring and training.

**ConnectTown**
APR 10
Want to meet 30 new people in an hour? Come to this speed networking event and quickly forge connections with others in the community. Talk until the timer sounds and then you’re off to make another connection. This gathering’s goal is to allow people to learn more about each other to promote united, informed transformation within MidTown.

**FundTown**
MAY 08
Join the Growth Opportunity Partners team to learn about best practices for approaching lenders; understand the impact of “meaningful wage jobs” on the community; and see whether you’re a candidate for capital and coaching as you scale-up your business.

**PART TWO**

**View Events and RSVP at** midtowncleveland.eventbrite.com

8:00–9:30AM | Cafe Phix MidTown | 6815 Euclid Ave.
8:00–9:30AM | Jamieson-Ricca Co. | 1845 E. 40th St.
8:00–9:30AM | Vintage Tea & Coffee | 6001 Euclid Ave. #110
8:00–9:30AM | Growth Opportunity Partners | 6001 Euclid Ave. #120